This paper presents a point based spatio-temporal rst order logic for representing the qualitative and quantitative spatial temporal knowledge needed to reason about motion in a two-dimensional space. The knowledge of a simpli ed world, a two-dimensional street network with active tra c lights, is represented, and the reasoning problem of how a robot moves from one place to another in the world is formalized with the proposed logic.
Introduction
Some of the most common human activities are walking, route-nding and navigation, which i n volve dealing with the physical world { the three dimensional space we live in. For example, when getting up in the morning, one goes from the bedroom to the bathroom through the door nds something in the right place in the kitchen to eat and drink walks (or drives) along some existing routes to school nds one's way to the classroom through the building.
One does all of these daily things without any conscious thought or calculation when in a familiar environment. What kind of Current address: Dept. of Computer Science, University of Regina, Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada S4S 0A2 knowledge does one have about the environment in which one lives? How does one use this knowledge in daily activities of walking, route-nding or navigation? Is it this kind of knowledge that assures us that we can reach our destination? Further, is this knowledge representable, learnable, and manipulatable? Can this kind of knowledge be stored in a robot to enable it to do the same thing? Exploring these questions leads us closer to an explicit understanding of the commonsense knowledge of space, which w e consider important for understanding how people deal with space and also important for building robots capable of dealing with their environments. This paper presents a point based spatiotemporal logic to represent the qualitative and quantitative spatial temporal knowledge needed to reason about motion in a twodimensional space. In the next section we present the logic with detailed syntax and semantics. Then we examine the problem of how to get from one place to another in a twodimensional street-network and formalize this problem in the proposed logic.
A spatio-temporal logic
The proposed spatio-temporal logic is based on a rst order temporal logic called RGCH 2] . RG C H u s e s r e a l v alued functions to represent p o i n t based temporal information and these functions are integrated to represent i nterval based information. We e x t e n d R GCH's real valued functions to include a spatial parameter so that it can be used to represent knowledge of both space and time. 
Syntax

Semantics
The real number set IR is the semantic domain for temporal objects, IR IR for locational objects, a subset IR 0 of IR (;180 180] for orientational objects and U U, a non-empty set of individuals, is the semantic domain for the remaining objects.
An interpretation is a tuple I = hIR U U i where is an interpretation function that maps each (n+2) ary function in F to an (n+3) ary function from U U The meaning of terms is de ned as follows:
For a constant c 2 T C(LC, OC or UC),
For a variable v 2 T V(LV , OV or UV),
For an n ary function f 2 F (or UF) a n d terms term 1 term 2 : : : term n , I(f(term1 t e r m 2 : : : t e r m n)) = (f)(I(term1) I (term2) : : :
For an (n+2) ary function f 2 F and terms term 1 : : : t e r m n , s s 1 s 2 t t 1 t 2 , If p 1 and p 2 are locational terms, let I(p1) = < x p 1 y p 1 > and I(p2) = < x p 2 y p 2 3 Motion in a two-dimensional street network
We consider the problem of how to get from one place to another in a simple world. The world consists of a two-dimensional street network with tra c lights along streets changing their color periodically, a n d a r o b o t which m o ves on the street. We rst describe the structure of the street network, how t h e tra c lights may c hange, the states of the robot in the space, and the actions this robot can take under di erent situations. Then we prove that it is possible for a robot to go from one place to another as long as it knows the existing routes and follows the tra c rules.
The street network
A street network consists of streets which i ntersect, and of places on the street (Figure 1 ). In the representation of space, places (abstracted as spatial points in the space's coordinate system) are a central notion, and streets (abstracted as straight lines, called paths, which h a ve length jp 1 p 2 j and direction orient(p 1 p 2 )) are considered to consist of ordered in nite places and are marked by their two e n d p o i n ts. We i n troduce relations on places and paths: Given two places in a street network, there may exist some paths connecting them. We call such a sequence of meeting paths a route and assume that circuits are not allowed (i.e., no place appears twice in a route). Thus the linear order relation can be extended to paths with respect to two g i v en places. 
The robot
We assume there is only one agent, a robot called \R", which can move i n t wodimensional space. To predict that R will reach its destination if it plans to go from a source place to a goal place, we require its position in the space at di erent times, the actions it can perform under di erent s i t u ations, and the consequences of di erent actions.
The robot's state is determined by its location and direction, which are represented by the function at(R p t) a n d face(R d t). The actions that R is allowed to perform are move and turn which are described by t h e functions move velocity and turn velocity.
De nition 3.10 The function move velocity(R,d,t) equals the velocity at which R is moving in direction d at time t. R,p,t) is the velocity at which R is turning at place p at time t.
turn velocity(R p t) ( > 0 if at time t R is turning left at place p, < 0 if at time t R is turning right at place p, = 0if at time t R is not turning at place p.
The functions move velocity(R d t) and turn velocity(R p t) can be integrated over a t i m e i n terval (t 1 t 2 ) to represent the length t h a t R h a s m o ved and the angle that R has turned respectively.
De nition 3.12 Let (a b) be a p ath, p 1 p 2 two places on (a b), d=orient(a, b), and at(R p 1 t 1 ) = 1 , at(R p 2 t 2 ) = 1 . We dene: R De nition 3.13
Let p be a place, face(R d 1 t 1 ) = 1 and face(R d 2 t 2 ) = 1 . We de ne:
When an agent m o ves, there is a change in its location but no change in its direction when it turns, there is a change in its direction but not in its location. This is axiomatized as follows: Axiom 3.3 If R is at place p 1 at time t 1 , and travels the path (p 1 p 2 ) over time interval (t 1 t 2 ), then at time t 2 R is at place p 2 : ) face(R d2 t 2) = 1 ) : Axiom 3.5 If R is facing direction d at time 8d t1 t 2((f ace(R d t1) = 1 8t(t1 < t < t 2 ) move velocity(R d t) 6 = 0)) ) face(R d t2) = 1 ) :
Axiom 3.6 I f R i s a t p l a c e p at time t 1 and turns over time interval (t 1 t 2 ), then at time t 2 R is still at place p: 8p t1 t 2((at(R p t1) = 1 8t(t1 < t < t 2 ) turn velocity(R p t) 6 = 0)) ) at(R p t2) = 1 ) :
3.4 Moving from one place to another
The particular problem we a r e i n terested in is that of a robot moving from place s to place e on a given route. The robot may e n c o u n ter tra c lights along the way a n d m ust stop for red ones. We w ant t o p r o ve that the robot will eventually reach its destination. If a departure time and velocities are given, then we also want to approximate the arrival time. To solve this problem, we need axioms to capture how the robot applies its knowledge to guide its motion along streets. To predict an approximate time t at which R reaches its destination, we i n troduce function min(x 1 x 2 f (r 1 : : : r i x r i+1 : : : r n )) which has the minimum value of the function f (r 1 : : : r i x r i+1 : : : r n ) when its parameter x varies over the range 
